HMS Lady
Combining elegance and sophistication with a perfect sense of
balance
Simple as it may appear, the HMS Lady exemplifies the perfection towards which
Arnold & Son strives and is a modern interpretation of the company’s traditionally
elegant design combined with outstanding craftsmanship.

At first sight, the HMS Lady is ostensibly a scaled-down version of the HMS1 designed for a
daintier female wrist. A closer inspection, however, reveals that the watch’s wonderfully balanced
proportions are also identical because the small seconds display is in precisely the correct position
relative to all the other features on the dial. The name HMS is a reference to the hours, minutes
and small seconds hands found on the cream dial. With its double-stepped bezel and lugs, the
34 mm diameter 18-carat rose gold case (with or without diamonds) houses a hand-wound,
A&S1101 calibre mechanical movement measuring an ultra-slim 2.5 mm in thickness. The golden
treated movement has blued screws together with exquisite Haute Horlogerie finishing featuring
hand-engraved bridges with elegant floral motifs. All in all, a perfect addition to the Arnold & Son
Royal Collection.
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HMS Lady
Main technical characteristics:
Calibre:

A&S1101
Arnold & Son mechanical movement, hand-wound, 17 jewels,
diameter 23.7 mm, thickness 2.5 mm, power reserve 42 h,
21'600 vibrations/h

Functions:

hours, minutes, small seconds at 6 o’clock

Movement decoration: 18-carat rose gold case:
golden treated with Haute Horlogerie finishing: hand-engraved bridges
with English-style floral motif, blued screws
Diamonds:

76, 0.685 ct, VVs

Dial colour:

cream

Case:

18-carat rose gold, diameter 34 mm, cambered sapphire with anti-reflective
coating on both sides, case back see-through sapphire, water-resistant
to 30 m

Strap:

hand-stitched honey or red alligator leather

Limited edition:

100 pieces

References :

1PMMP.W01A.C114A 18-carat rose gold case, diamonds, honey leather
1PMMP.W01A.C119A 18-carat rose gold case, diamonds, red leather
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